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Abstract

Starting from a single resonant rf cavity, disk-loaded travelling (forward or back-
ward) wave accelerating structures' properties, such as the coupling coefficient K
in the dispersion relation, group velocity vg, shunt impedance R, wake potential W
(longitudinal and transverse), the coupling coefficient /3 of the coupler cavity and
the coupler cavity axis shift Sr which is introduced to compensate the asymmetry
caused by the coupling aperture, can be determined by rather simple analytical
formulae.

1 INTRODUCTION
Conventional theory of a travelling wave accelerating structure starts from a cylindrical
waveguide where the phase velocities of the electromagnetic fields (em field) are always
larger than that of light. In order to reduce the e'.i fields' phase velocities diskes are
introduced into the waveguide, and this is the so-called disk-loaded waveguide as shown
in Fig. 1. The disadvantage of this point of view is that it is difficult to get simple
analytical formulae to describe the structure properties. In this paper, on the contrary,
the above mentioned disk-loaded structure is regarded as a chain of coupled resonant
cavities. The basic element of this slow wave structure in this perspective is a resonant
cavity instead of a cylindrical waveguide. The coupling are executed by the aperture (or
apertures) located in the common wall between two adjacent cavities.
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Figure 1: Disk-loaded waveguide.

In section 2 the main properties of a pill-box cavity will be reviewed in detail. In section
3 based on the perturbation method the analytical formulae of the coupling coefficient
K in the dispersion equation and group velocity vg are developed and compared with
numerical results. In section 4 shunt impedance R and wake potential W (longitudinal
and transverse) are calculated analytically and compared with numerical results. Section
5 is devoted to the study of the coupler cavity of a travelling wave structure, and finally,
multi-periodic structure is discussed in section 6.

2 SINGLE PILL-BOX CAVITY
The resonant modes in a pill-box cavity as shown in Fig. 2 can be classified into two
groups: TMmni and TEmni modes. A charged particle passes through a pill-box cavity
will be influenced by the em fields. Panofsky and Wenzelfl] proved a theorem which
says that if a charged particle at the speed of light passing through a closed cavity of
arbitrary shape containing em fields, the transverse kick experienced by this particle can
be expressed as:

l l f k ) (1)

where q is the electrical charge and Wo is the angular frequency of the mode corresponding
to Ez{z,t). It is obvious that TEmni modes have no influences on the particle either
longitudinally or transversely if this particle crossing the cavity along the z axis. Our
attention, therefore, will put on TMmnt modes only.

Figure 2: Pill-box cavity.



In the cylindrical coordinate system the em liold distributions of TMmni modes are:

Er = —-——J'm[umnr/R) cos[m<j>) Sm[Im/h) (2)

^* ~ —~TTJm[umnrlR)sm[m<t>)s\n[lTrz/h) (3)

Ez = SoJm[umnrIR) cos[m<j>) cos[lirz/h) (4)

Hr = -jumnte0— Jm[umnr/R)sm[rn<f>)cos[lTrz/h) (5)
mn

H4, = -JLJmnle0—J'm[umnr/R) cos[rn<f>) cos[[irz/h) (6)
umn

Hz = 0 (7)

m = 0 ,1 ,2 , - • - ,n = 0 ,1 ,2 , - • • , / = (), 1,2,-•• (8)

where umn is the nth root of the Bessel function Jm[x). The resonant angular frequencies
of the TMmni modes are determined by:

nn/R)2 + (lir/h)2y/2 (9)

According to ref. 2 the power dissipation Pmn |, stored energy Umni and quality factor
<9o,mn/ are expressed as:

mn/ —
> TTin

Z0R ([U7nJR)2 + [H/h)2)m

Qo,mni- 2R.,m(l+2R6/h) [ '

where

6 {Iff,*= {Iff (13)

Ra>m and Z0 are the metal surface resistance and vacuum impedance, respectively.
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3 SLOW WAVE STRUCTURE
If a chain of identical cavities are coupled together by the coupling apertures located on
the wall between two adjacent cavities passbands will be formed corresponding to each
resonant mode in a single cavity (passband with zero bandwidth is also a special kind
of passband). To treat this physical model properly, in the following, we will use three
important theories.

The first theory is so-called Bethe theory[3] which states that an aperture is equivalent
to a combination of radiating electric and magnetic dipoles whose dipole moments are
proportional to the normal electric field and the tangential magnetic field of the incident
wave (before the aperture is opened), respectively[3]. If the aperture is small, static field
solutions for the equivalent dipole moments of elliptic- and circular-shaped apertures can
be found by placing these kind of apertures in static electric and magnetic fields[4].

TrIP
M1 = . . . . . . ' ° .Ji0H, (16)

3(A ( e 0 ) - E(e0))

3(E(eo)-(l-e
2

o)K(eo))

eo=(l-(W2)I/2 (18)

where e0 and fi0 are the permittivity and permeability of vacuum. P and Mi (M2) are the
electric and magnetic dipole moments, respectively. E0 is the electric field perpendicular
to the surface of the ellipse, H1 and H2 are the magnetic fields parallel to the major and
minor axes of this ellipse before the aperture is opened, /j and /2 are the lengths of the
half-major and half-minor axes, respectively (see Fig. 3). A'(e0) and E(e0) are complete
elliptic integrals of the first and second kinds. Obviously, for e0 equal to zero, the aperture
becomes circular with

P = -^a3C0E0 (19)

M1 = M2 = -O3H0H1J (20)

where a = I1 — I2. It should be mentioned that the apertures discussed above have no
volumes, only elliptic surfaces, and that all the quantities used in this paper are in MKS
units.

The second theory is so-called Slater perturbation theory[5] which relates the resonant
frequency change of a loss less resonant cavity to the energy change in the volume.

= Wo
2 ! (AlVn ,-AlVe)) (21)



where u>0 and u> are the resonant frequency of one resonant mode before and after being
perturbed. U is the stored energy of this mode. AWm and AWe are time-average electric
and magnetic energy changes in the cavity volume. In the case of the coupled cavity chain
it is natural to conclude that energy changes are caused by the equivalent dipoles which
feel the em fields both in the cavity where they are located and in the adjacent cavity.

Figure 3: Coupling aperture.

The third theory is so-called Floquet theory (or theorem saying exactly) which relates
the em fields' amplitudes and phases at two locations seperated by one period.

= F(r,z)exp(j/30D) (22)

where F represents electric or magnetic fields, /?0 is a real constant if losses are not
considered and O0 = (30D is the mode of a travelling wave structure.

Based on these three fundamental theories one can readily get the passband dispeinion
relations corresponding to each resonant mode. In the following we consider only the fun-
damental passband which corresponding to TMoio mode and the passband corresponding
to TMno mode. In both cases we assume that the coupling aperture is circular instead of
elliptical (general formulae can be found in ref. 6). For the TMoio mode the amplitudes
of the electric and magnetic fields at the center of the coupling aperture (before it is
opened) are E0 = eQ and //i,2 = 0, and the coupling is effected by electical dipole only.
The fundamental passband dispersion relation corresponding to Fig. 1 is[6]

Na3C0E* cos
WTff

010
(23)

<»>

where N is the number of coupling apertures on the wall of single cavity and u;Oio is
the TMoio mode angular resonant frequency of the pill-box cavity before the coupling
apertures are opened. In the case shown in Fig. 1 N = 2 and one gets

-
4a3cos(0O)

4a3



o,. = — {(X/2Al-IaY - \ ) U 2 (27)

where A is the wavelength in free space and the subscript c. is used to denote electric
coupling. Comparing eq. 25 with the well known electric coupling dispersion equation

"Le = ^ / 2 . e ( l - A ' c COS(O0)) (28)

one finds that

The group velocity is

2W 1 dueo,e ul/2eKe D Sm(O0)

c c d(30 0,

It is obvious that electric coupling corresponds to a forward travelling wave.
Now we are going to look at the passband correspnding to T M no mode in the structure

shown in Fig. 1. For the T M wo mode the amplitudes of the electric and magnetic fields
at the center of the coupling aperture (before it is opened) are E0 = 0 and Ho — H\^ =
u;lloeo£ofi/2wii, and therefore, the coupling is effected by magnetic dipole. The dispersion
relation of this passband is[6]

2 2 I ! + 3 ^ exp(-ahrf) I (31)

2

= w (32)

where W110 is the TMw0 mode angular resonant frequency of the pill-box before the
coupling apertures are opened. For N = 2 one has then

- , . .» ' - 4 f l

where A is the wavelength in free space and the subscript h denotes magnetic coupling.
Comparing eq. 33 with the well known magnetic coupling dispersion relation

<"?„.* = "Il2,k (1+/UCOS(O0)) (36)

one finds that

ex\->(-ahd) (37)
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The group velocity is

v9ih \(ILO0OM _ "1/2,I1KhD s\n{0o)

c c dfto 2CLJ6

(38)

On the contray to the electric coupling case, magnetic coupling corresponds to a backward
travelling wave. From eq. 29, eq. 30, eq. 37 and eq. 38 it is obvious that Ke, vgiC, Kh

and v9th scale with a3exp[~ae^d).

At the beginning of this section it has been assumed that the em fields on the surface
of the apertures are constant. When the dimension of the aperture is very large this
assumption will not be valid. To take the variations of the em fields on the surface of
the aperture into account, we take the average of the em fields over the surface of the
aperture. For the fundamental passband one takes

E0 = —- / 2TrrJo[uolr/R)dr
ira' Jo

2e0R
(39)

For the first higher order mode passband corresponding to TMn0 mode one takes

H0 = —- / = 2TrrJi[unr/R)dr
ira* Jo U\\T

~ (I-J0[una/R))

By inserting eq. 39 and eq. 40 into eq. 23 and eq. 31, respectively, one gets improved
expressions for A'e and Kh corresponding to eq. 29 and eq. 37

K< = ^ m , 2 , x e x p ( - M ) ( — J i («oWB)) (41)

4fl3
Kh = o L ox 72/ rexp(-ahrf) ( - ^ V ( I - JoKW-R))) (42)

ZTTIIR'Jj(Un) \a «ii /

To show the validity of eq. 41 and eq. 42, comparisons are made between the analytical
and numerical calculation results using SLAC type 27r/3 mode structure's parameters.

Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 demonstrate the validity of these analytical formulae.

Sometimes for some passbands on the coupling aperture there are both electric and mag-
netic fields before the aperture is opened, and in this case the coupling is effected by
both fields. The resultant coupling coefficient A', is the sum of those of the electric and
magnetic couplings calculated independently.
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4 SHUNT IMPEDANCES AND WAKE POTEN-
TIALS

The shunt impedance for the accelerating passband is defined as

dP/dz
(43)

where Ea<z is the amplitude of the synchronous accelerating electric field, and dP/dz is
power dissipation per unit length. To get the analytical formula for the shunt impedance
we start with the calculation of the so-called maximum shunt impedance R\itL which
correspondes to the aperture radius a = 0. In the following we take SLAC type 27r/3
mode structure as an example to demonstrate the analytical method. When a = 0 the
electric field distribution Ez(z) corresponding to the working mode is shown in Fig. 6
where the coupling between cavities can be realised by any artificial methods.

By using Fourier analysis one can get the amplitude of the synchronous electric field

2 r3

E''z = WJo
where 772,73 is expressed as

(. ( h \ (2*\(. (*h 2xd
= I5111 \w) + cos [Y) [sm [-D+ID)-sm [w + JD

2nd\\\

JD)))

(44)

( 4 5 )

D

Eo
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Eo/2' TZJLU

Figure 6: The electric field distribution Ez(z) corresponding to O0 = 2TT/3.

Similarly, for the other modes of O0 we have

Vn/2 = -sin(irh/4D) (46)



87) J + rtM!
 ( T ) P 1^77 + TT) J S1" {JIJ + T/T

^ = -sin(7r/j/2/)) (48)
ww

When D = 3.5c?» and rf = 0.582r?» from eq. 15 one got s 7/2ir/3 = 0.73. It can be proved
that if Q0 = pir/q whore p and q are integers ec[. 43 can be rewritten as

Fj. P
h.i. = if M.T = -fr

' ( I I I )

In practice, however, apertures have to be opened to let the charged particles passing
through, and therefore, the real shunt impedance is always less than RM.L- The influence
of the aperture can be considered as follows: outside the aperture region, « < ? " < / ? ,
electric field varies approximately as Ja{uo\rlR). It is well known that the synchronous
accelerating electric field in the aperture region, 0 < r < a, is uniform. From the condition
of the continuity of the electric field on the common surface of the two regions, r = a,
one knows that the synchronous accelerating electric field is

E,,, = T}80EoMuoia/R) = 7/tfo£o./o(2ffa/A) (50)

By inserting eq. 50 into eq. 49 one gets

RshAa) = RM,LJ2
O(UOI(I/R) = nM.LJl{2na/X) (51)

Eq. 51 gives the scaling law of the shunt impédance depending on the radius of the beam
path aperture a, which is more physical than the scaling law (a/A)"22 in literatures. Fig.
7 shows the comparison between the analytical results from eq. 51 and the numerical
results both taking the same stneture's parameters as those have been used in the previous
section.

The transverse shunt impedance of the passband corresponding to TMuo mode is
defined as

Rth-T ~ WdPjTz ~ IFAPJTZ
 (52)

where k = 2TT/X. Similar to getting RSH,L
 o n e

Jl(V11)R(R+ h)

= RMJ(—JI ("UO/R)) = /?A,,r -Jx (2jra/A) (53)

where
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Figure 7: Comparison of Rah,L between analytical and numerical results.

The transverse shunt impedance Rsh,r of an deflecting travelling wave structure (corre-
sponding to 71MnO mode) working at /0 = 2856MHz and O0 = 2TT/3 has been calculated
numerically[7] and analytically using eq. 53. Fig. 8 shows the comparison between the
results of these two methods. The scaling law for the R3^T(O) is shown in eq. 53.

a Numerical results
• — Formula results

Figure 8: Comparison of Rshj between analytical and numerical results.

The loss factor of the fundamental mode passband is defined afj[8]

(EAr = a))2

ko(a) =
4dU/dz

(55)
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whoie dU'/dz is (ho stored energy per unit. lciiRlli. Simitar to ge t t ing /?.,/,,/,, one obta ins

( 5 6 )

(57)

The f •'• mental mode wake potential is

Wlfi(a,s) - 2k0(a)cos(u;o0,e/cs)

where « is the distance between the driving charge and the test charge.
The loss factor of the TAZ110 mode passband is defined as[8]

Similarly one gets

The dipole wake potential is expressed as

AdU Idz

(UL

1 T" sM^e,.hs/c) (fcos (t?) -

(58)

(59)

(60)

where r0 is the driving charge's transverse deviation from the axis and w,,/, is the syn-
chronous frequency at which the test charge moves at the same velocity as that of the em
wave, r and d are unit vectors, and the driving charge is assumed to be at i? = 0.

Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 show the comparisons between the analytical results from eq. 57,
eq. 60 and those from numerical results[9] for a SLAC type structure mentioned above.

-•— Analytical results
O Numerical results
D=3.5cm, d=0.582cm

R=4.12cm

Figure 9: Comparison of iyîi0(.s) (when .s = O+) between analytical and numerical results.
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- • — Analytical results
O Numerical results
D=3.5cm, d=O.58cm

R=4.1cm

Figure 10: Comparison of WT,I(S) between analytical and numerical results (when
s = C7r/2wsj>h, r0 = a and d = 0).

As far as scaling law is concerned, from eq. 57 and eq. 60, one knows that WZto{a,s)
and Wit\(a,s) scale with Jg(27ra/A) and (AJi (2wa/X) /air) , respectively.

5 COUPLER CAVITY
The coupler cavity is the cavity which connects both the waveguide (working at /Z10 mode)
and the travelling wave structure as shown in Fig. 11. In the following we assume that
the waveguide-coupler coupling aperture is circular and the waveguide is rectangular with
its width and hight being A and B, respectively.

L
Ida
f

B

2al

hi
2a 2R 2a

LTTUEL

Figure 11: Coupler cavity of a travelling wave structure.



According to the general formulae in re I'. 10 we have the coupling coefficient. j3 ex-
pressed as

where the subscript c denotes the coupler cavity, Pc,o\o and (/c,oio are the power dissipation
and the energy stored in the coupler cavity before the three apertures are opened, Hc is
the magnetic field at the center of the waveguide-cavity coupling aperture before it is

opened, ki0 = fc (l — (X/2A)j , t is the wall thickness between waveguide and inner
surface of the coupler cavity, and vg is the group velocity of the travelling wave structure.
Using eq. 10 and eq. 11 we get

exp(-2ogt)
9xABRcR,,0(Rc + hc)

It is obvious that /^a1) scales with a, exp(— 2act). When vg = 0, eq. 62 reduces
to the formula corresponding to the case of a waveguide-single standing wave cavity
coupling system[ll]. Fig. 12 shows the analytical results of the 0 corresponding to a
S-band travelling wave structure. From Fig. 12 it is easy to understand the reason why in
practice, usually, the coupling aperture is rectangular instead of circular remembering that
the height of the standard S-band waveguide is 3.4cr?j. Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 demonstrate
the dependence of 0 on vg/c, t and O1 with the coupler dimensions as those shown in Fig.
12.

The resonant frequency u>c of the coupler cavity after opening three apertures shown
in Fig. 11 should be same as the working frequency u.% of the travelling wave structure.
According to ref. 6, we know that

2 3 Hl I 3 e?ocos(0o)exp(-ae</)
«ï/'07y -z«\- p

t',..010 -J l c-,010
(64)

14
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Figure 13: The dependence of the coupling coefficient /? on the coupling aperture radius
eti and vg/c with t = 2mm.
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1.6

Figure 14: The dependence of the coupling coefficient Ii on the coupling aperture radius
Oj and t with vg/c = 0.011.

where i^c<Oio is the resonant frequency of the coupler cavity before the three apertures are
opened. After some trivial simplification we get

2a3

2a3 4fl3 2«3cos(0o)exp(-a,.d)

cR*cJ? (uOi)
We define

df Jo0 - A-,.010

/c.OlO /c.010

From eq. 65 we have approximately

df 1 / 2a3 . 2a3

/c.oio 2 V37T^J1
2 (HOI) 3vhcR*cJ?(um)

3 2n3cos(g0)c-xp(-Qfrf)'

(65)

(66)

(67)

Fig. 15 shows the relative resonant frequency change df/fcOlo due to the three aper-
tures located on the wall of the coupler cavity.
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Figure 15: The resonant, frequency change due to three apertures.

In the coupler cavity shown in Fig. 11 the coupling aperture on the side wall breaks
the cylindrical symmetry, and the charged particle passing through the coupler cavity
will get a transverse momentum kick. Here we use perturbation method to evaluate the
effect of the coupling aperture. The asymmetrical em fields produced by the coupling
aperture can be regarded as produced by equivalent electric and magnetic dipoles. For
the fundamental mode the electric field on the aperture surface is zero, and therefore,
only the equivalent magnetic dipole contributes to perturbation field. Since the coupling
aperture dimension (2a\) and coupler cavity length (/ic) are smaller than the working
wavelength, the magnetic dipole and its field can be regarded as static. The magnetic
field B at the center of the cavity produced by the magnetic dipole is

- M

m (68)

where Hj,(Rc) is the magnetic field on the surface of the coupling aperture before it is
opened. The transverse momentum gain of a charged particle moving with v = c along
the axis after passing through the coupler cavity due to this magnetic field is

m
(69)

where 7'' = dr/d;, E0 is the accelerating electric field on the axis and $ = 0 corresponds
to maximum acceleration. In order to reduce the influoncc of the coupling aperture one
can shift the axis of the coupler cavity as shown in Fig. 16. On this new axis the total
magnetic field is zero. It is trivial to find that th<* axis shift <*>r satisfies the following

17



equation:

When Sr is small one has

Or —

If the coupling aperture is elliptic one, eq. 71 is replaced by two formulae

eo-M«oi)

-5.2 =
27r/?eg(l- (tic)

(70)

(71)

(72)

(73)
3 (E M - U - ^ ) A 'M) "m/??

where 5 r l and <5r-2 correspond to the cases witIi magnetic fields parallel to the major and
minor axes of the elliptic aperture, respectively. To check the validity of the analytical
formulae we take the output coupler of LIL accelerating structure (which is used as injector
for LEP at CERN) as an example. The coupler cavity radius Rc = 3.65cm and the
coupling aperture is 3.4cm wide and 2,34cm high. The magnetic field on the aperture
surface is parallel to the edge of 2.34C??Î. By equivalent this rectanguler aperture to
a circular one (O1 = (3.4 * 2.34/TT)1''2) and using eq. 71 we get 6T — 1.74mm. The
experimental result turned out to be l.SSrm?).

Coupler cavity

Figure 16: The shift of the coupler cavity axis.

6 MULTI-PERIODIC STRUCTURE
The methods used in section 3 can be easily extended to the case of a multi-periodic
stucture. Assuming that a travelling wave structure is constructed by cascading basic
identical structures instead of by identical single cavities, and each basic structure is com-
posed of /?o cavities as shown in Fig. 17. Each basic structure plays a role as that of the
single cavity shown in Fig. 1. The difference is that for a structure of no cavities there
are n0 modes corresponding to each single cavity mode (TMmni or TEmni). Correspond-
ing to each TMmni or TEmni single cavity mode, one knows that there are nQ discrete



modes (denoted by 7'A/mnj,no or 77vm,,/,„„) for the basic structure which is composed of n0

cavities. If a periodic structure is built by introducing coupling between basic structures,
the passband will be composed of »0 sub-passbands corresponding to each TMmnl<no or
TEmnitTl0 mode shown in Fig. 18, and the sub-stopbands will appear if the cavity dimen-
sions and the couplings are not properly chosen. In ref. 12 a multi-periodic structure
with n0 = 4 has been calculated, and two stopbands at 7r/4 and 3?r/4 have been found.
The stopband at TT/2 was, however, disappeared due to the special choice of the cavity
dimensions.

From the general theory given in ref. 6 it is known that the quantity which is important
to determine the bandwidth of each sub-passband is E2/Umni<ng or H2/Umni§no, where E
and H are the electric and magnetic fields on the surface of the coupling aperture between
two basic structures before it is opened, and Umni.n0 >

s t n e energy stored in each basic
structure corresponding to TA/mn/no or TEmn|i710 mode.

Basic structure

J
1

IJ
Jl ri

i
r

Multi-periodic structure

I [J LJ L J I The coupling apertures between
n n _••"-. basic structures are closed in order

L J L J L J LJ to calculate E*E/Umni.no and
T T -, H*H/Umnl,no
1 z 5 no

The detail of the basic structure

Figure 17: A multi-periodic structure.

2itf

Electric coupling no

Stopband

27lf

1 Magnetic coupling

Stopband

re/no 27T./no K jc/nn 2rc/no K

Figure IS: The dispersion curve of the multi-periodic structure.
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7 CONCLUSION

Based on the analytical formulae developed in this paper one can make a pure analyti-
cal design of a travelling wave structure. These formulae reveal the relations between the
structure geometry and the structure's properties such as dispersion relation, group veloc-
ity, shunt impedances, wake potentials and the coupling coefficient between a waveguide
and the travelling wave sturcture., etc.
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